FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LUX LED Lighting To Display New Products at NeoCon 2017
Santa Barbara, CA — LUX LED Lighting, a designer and manufacturer of elegant and
functional LED lamps, will exhibit at NeoCon from June 12-14, 2017 at The Mart in Chicago.
Known for its LED lighting solutions with combined functionality including charging, AC ports
and more, LUX LED Lighting will showcase its varied product offering at booth #7-7054.
The company will display a number of products at the show, including:
Brooklyn AC LED Task Lamp: The Brooklyn AC LED Task Lamp marries understated
modern design and seamless functionality to create a useful and elegant desk light. Its
two universal AC sockets work with US, UK, Euro, and other international plugs, in
addition to the two USB ports. Innovative LED panel technology casts energy-efficient,
warm, white light. The lamp also comes with a residue-free adhesive stabilizing pad,
integrated device mount, and three touch-activated brightness settings. This lamp is
available in brushed aluminum or black slate finishes.
Toronto LED Grommet Task Lamp: Specifically ideal for workstations, the Toronto
LED Grommet Task Lamp features 360° flexibility, a sleek unobtrusive design, and two
USB charging ports in the grommet base. The flexible neck is coated in soft-touch
silicone overmold and can be adjusted in all directions. Three touch activated brightness
settings cast bright, warm light at 3000K up to 450 lumens. The grommet is designed to
fit on desks up to 50mm thick. The lamp is available in white and black finishes.
Toronto LED Task Lamp: The Toronto LED Task Lamp features 360° flexibility, a sleek
unobtrusive design, and two USB charging ports in the base. The flexible neck is coated
in soft-touch silicone overmold and can be adjusted in all directions. The Toronto Task
has three touch activated brightness settings, which cast bright, warm light at 3000K up
to 450 Lumens. The lamp is available in white and black finishes.
Toronto LED Floor Lamp: The Toronto LED Floor Lamp features 360° flexibility and a
sleek, unobtrusive design. The flexible neck is coated in soft-touch silicone overmold
and can be adjusted in all directions, starting above the 42-inch base pole. Three touch
activated brightness settings cast bright, warm light at 3000K up to 450 Lumens. The
lamp is available in white and black finishes.

Utilizing advances in solid-state technology, LUX LED Lighting provides energy-efficient, bright
illumination. Unlike incandescent lights, which convert 90% of the energy they consume into
heat, LUX LEDs convert almost all of the energy they consume into light. The reliable LEDs in
the LUX line produce up to 1600 lumens for up to 50,000 hours of continuous lighting.
Additionally, every LUX light comes with a five-year warranty.
“Our emphasis on design ensures every aspect of a LUX Light is formed with the user in mind,”
said Matt Miller, Director of Business Development. “Our product line is unique in that each
piece features sturdy, weighted bases, striking yet subtle accents, and added functionality
through charging ports and universal AC sockets, which are compatible with UK, US and
European plugs.”
To see LUX LED Lighting’s full catalog, please click here.
###
About LUX LED Lighting
Designed and headquartered in Santa Barbara, California, LUX LED Lighting features modern
utility and innovative designs that command attention and transform LED lighting into
architectural enhancement. Founded in 2011, LUX LED Lighting was born from Mighty Bright, a
leader in LED lighting and portable technology since 1985. No detail is overlooked as every
product in the LUX line blends style, versatility and feature-rich solutions for hospitality,
commercial and residential spaces. Visit www.luxledlights.com for more information.
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